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FOJ Donation Drive

To all people who visit FOJ, if you would like to donate here are some
incentives we come up with for your generous donation. For more
information about the donation, please visit this thread: FOJ donation drive for 2007-2008.

1. For any donation $1- $1000, you will get FOJ Supporter added under your user name in your post at FOJ.

2. For any donation of $10 or more ( that been confirmed by Mur ), you
will get a personalize custom skin. Shadow and Heddly say some cars do
not have a friendly skin to customize. So you will need to pick your 3
most favorite Flatout 2 cars ( can be a stock, carpack 1 or 2 car ) you
would like to have a custom skin for, Pick #1 being your most favorite
car, and then they will skin the car that has a friendly skin to
customize.

Tell them what name you would like to have on car and what type of
color scheme\design and go from there. Lets use this thread for skin
discussions:

FOJ donor's custiom skin discussion thread.

3. For any donation of $22.50 ( half donation ) or $45 ( full donation
), beside getting a custom skin, you will qualify for a drawing for a
Flatout 2 custom car to be built from your suggestions. ( As long as it
something doable by the car modders )

We have decide to extend donation drive to the second Friday of
December ( Dec 14 ) to make sure everybody has time enough to
make a donation and qualify for a drawing for the custom car.

To try and make the drawing as fair as possible, we will use a public
number that nobody can influence ( unless your God ). We decided to use
the temperature at the South Pole and to make it a little tougher
to pick the correct number, we will use the windcill factor number.
Here link to web page and example of what you will see there:

Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, Antarctica
http://flatoutjoint.com
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Current Weather Conditions:
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, Antarctica
(NZSP) 90-00S 00-00E 2835M
Conditions at

2007.10.16 1250 UTC
Wind

from the NNE (030 degrees) at 26 MPH (23 KT)

Visibility

less than 1 mile

Sky conditions
Weather

Blowing snow

Temperature
Windchill

overcast

-45 F (-43 C)

-85 F (-65 C)

Pressure (altimeter)

This is the number we will use.

28.35 in. Hg (960 hPa)

How this will work is each donor will pick the windcill temperature
he\she think it will be on midnight eastern time ( EDT ) on Jan 1 ( New
Years Eve ) or time closest to it on web page.

You do not have to pick number right away ( can wait until Dec ) but
who ever post a number first, say -89, get that number. Nobody else can
pick the same number. The pick ( number ) that is closest to actually
temperature will win. In case of tie, will pick a new day and try again
with the members that tied.

The FOJ staff and car modders are not participating in this contest. So
those of you out there who been wanting a certain custom car made, here
your best opportunity of maybe getting your wish!

Shadow & Purple44

http://flatoutjoint.com
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